Whole broiler/fryer prices are trending steady for all sizes. Offerings are moderate to heavy and clearing satisfactorily. Retail and foodservice demand is light to moderate. Processing schedules are mostly normal. In the Southeast schedules are being modified where the storm has hit as well as transport disruptions. Floor stocks are balanced. Market activity is light to moderate. In the parts structure, prices range steady to weak, with tenders in the softest position. Supplies are readily available with heavy discounting noted on boneless skinless breast, small sized wings, legs cuts and leg meat are slow to clear. Jumbo wings are in the best position. Frozen parts are slow to clear with legs and leg quarters readily available. Demand is light to instances moderate. Market activity is slow. In production areas, live supplies are moderate. Weights are mixed, but mostly desirable.

Trading remains light. The market is steady to mostly weak. Demand is light to moderate for the heavy supplies.
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